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Setup Software Upgrade NOTES

What’s new
Tuact’s Venom-X4 Setup PC software Version V2.1 added the Mouse moving Deadzone adjustment option on the Configuration windows showing as below:

The Deadzone
The term of Deadzone is a data value point at which the game character start to move. Any
data lower than this point will be ignored. Each game has its own deadzone value, the Venom-X4 profile has stored the game titled deadzone data that user never need to tweak it.
For some user who wants to increase the starting movement speed, he can add Extra deadzone value onto the original deadzone.
Although the Extra deadzone will Increase the mouse speed when character start to move,
but it would bring the jitter and decrease the effective data range, thus user has to balance
the benefit and its drawback.
Starting from the Setup software version V2.1, user can add the Extra deadzone into the
profile.
Tuact’s always set this value to zero in the default profile that get the smoothest micro move
possible. We don’t recommend user to add it unless you really know and accept its negative
effect.
Add Extra Deadzone
Press the “Up” or “Down” arrow to change the value, this value will be added to the moving
data to make the micro move faster.
Adjustable Range: 0-100
Caution:
The maximum effective controller data range is 127 - original deadzone which means that
the higher Deadzone, the less data range is available.
Any Extra deadzone value will cause the 1:1 tracking lost, thus, if you set the Extra Deadzone
value too high, then you will lose most of the control range as if your weapon is controlled by
a digital button.

Pair the App to the Transceiver

Tuact’s Venom-X4 Setup PC software Version V4.0 added the Wired Pairing function.
Before using the Venom-X4’s WiFi setup, the App on user’s cell phone need to be paired with
the transceiver, the WiFi SSID and password have to be stored in the transceiver memory.
Pairing the Android App to Venom-X4 transceiver with WiFi sometime is little bit difficult
where their home WiFi conditions could be complicated.
To simplify the pairing process, instead of pairing wirelessly, we have added the “Pair App”
feature on the Setup software V4.0. User can then pair the App and transceiver on a PC, the
WiFi SSID and password data will be saved into the transceiver’s memory without his cell
phone involved, .
Note: The “Pair App” function supported by the firmware V5.0 or higher, please upgrade the
firmware to V5.0 or higher if your firmware is lower.

With the transceiver connecting on the PC, press the Pair App button on the Firmware
window, the pop-up box prompts user to input the SSID and password of his home 2.4G WiFi.
Then press the “Pair” button to save the data to transceiver.
When user has done the pairing, he doesn’t need to pair it again with the cell phone.

Technical support

If you have any questions not covered in this note, you can contact our Tuact Support Team
at: support@tuact.com.

